Online Notice Board System
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Abstract: Digital Notice Board is most important factor in any organization or public utility for the places like bus stop, railway stations, schools, colleges, malls, etc. But sticking multiple notices every day is a irritating process. An person character is wanted to take care of these notices. This mission is about advanced cell board. The task is built around raspberry-pi. Display is obtained on LCD. A wi-fi continuously used for Data transmission. We can add or erase or differ the textual content material in accordance to our need. At transmitter, authorized PC is used for sending notices. At receiving end wi-fi fidelity is linked to raspberry pi. When a licensed consumer sends a message that is to be displayed from his system, it is familiar via way of receiver. Wireless is a popular technology known- that how to approve digital device to alternate information over a pc network, collectively with high speed wireless connections. The data is acquired from authenticated user, then it sends the archives to raspberry pi.
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